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Abstract
Variable impedance actuators (VIAs) as tool devices for teleoperation could extend the range of tasks that humans
can perform through a teleoperated robot by mimicking the change of upper limb stiffness that humans intuitively
perform for different tasks and thereby increasing the dynamic range of the robot. However, this requires that the
impedance be controlled appropriately, which is so far often achieved by sensors measuring the operator’s mus-
cle tension. But additional sensors mean increased system complexity and possibly longer donning time if the
sensors need to be fixed and calibrated on the operator. Goal of this study is to show the effectiveness of a con-
troller that does not require additional sensors, thereby reducing system complexity and increasing ease of use.
The controller should allow to perform precise positioning tasks and dynamic tasks like hammering through tele-
operation with a VIA tool device without requiring the human user to actively change the impedance setting of the
VIA. This is achieved by a control law according to the principle “slow-stiff/fast-soft”, tuned to the characteristics
of human motion during precision tasks and dynamic tasks. The controller was tested in a human user study with
24 participants comparing the human-machine performance with the self-adapting controller in a bilateral tele-
manipulation experiment with two tasks (precision/dynamic) using three impedance settings (high/low/adaptive
impedance). The results indicate that the proposed system performs equally well as state of the art stiff teleoper-
ation devices for precision tasks, while having benefits in terms of increased safety and reduced wear for dynamic
tasks. This is a step towards teleoperation with a wide dynamic range allowing to intuitively perform tasks in the
full human motion bandwidth without requiring the human operator to select a specific mode of operation.
Keywords: Human-Robot Interaction, Variable Impedance Actuator, Teleoperation
1. Introduction
Variable Impedance Actuators (VIAs) [1, 2, 3] are a very interesting technology for teleoperation, as they al-
low to dynamically change the impedance of a robotic manipulator in a similar way to humans adapting the
impedance of their arms to the task at hand [4]. Compared to classical stiff robots, variable impedance actua-
tors (VIAs) thus have additional degrees of freedom (stiffness and damping) that need to be controlled on top of
position control, which is not a trivial problem. Specifically, the scope of this study was to develop a control law
for the teleoperated dynamic robotic actuator (Dyrac) that we developed, optimized for highly dynamic tasks like
throwing or hammering [5].
For automatically executed tasks, optimal control laws for the impedance control have been presented, opti-
mizing for maximum energy efficiency, maximum output velocity or other criteria [6, 7, 8]. These are applicable
to preplanned task execution. For teleoperated robots however, an optimal control law cannot be determined the
same way due to the unpredictable nature of the human trajectory that needs to be followed by the robot. Thus,
an impedance controller is required that works without knowing the full trajectory beforehand.
One approach that has been explored in previous research is to estimate the stiffness of the limbs of the hu-
man operator interacting with the handle device of the teleoperation system and reproduce it in the tool device.
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Figure 1: The scenario considered for this study is a human operator interacting with the environment through a bilateral teleoperation system.
The teleoperator consists of a handle device and a tool device coupled to each other through a communication link and tuned to mirror velocity
and force as accurately as possible. The tool device in this experiment was a simulated version of the Dyrac VIA [5].
This can be achieved for example through EMG measurement [9], vibration based estimation [10], or grip force
measurement [11]. It assumes correct stiffness intention and good body control by the human operator and cor-
rect estimation of the operator’s limbs’ stiffness by the teleoperation system. It also requires additional sensors,
some of them (e.g., EMG) needing to be fixed and calibrated to the operator’s body, thereby increasing the system
complexity and preparation time before using the system, making it cumbersome to implement and use.
Goal of this paper is to experimentally validate a control law for VIAs that does not require external impedance
commands, but continuously adapts the tool actuator impedance according to the instantaneous motion com-
mand. The control law is based on the “slow-stiff/fast-soft” principle inspired by “Fast and "Soft-Arm" Tactics” of
Bicchi et al. [12]. It should allow efficient execution of precision tasks as well as highly dynamic tasks like ham-
mering, throwing, shaking, jolting, etc., without requiring an explicit task selection.
We have shown in previous research through two experiments how series elastic actuators (SEAs) could in-
crease the output velocity compared to stiff actuators for highly dynamic tasks [13]. But soft SEAs are not suitable
for precision tasks as they are difficult to control in position and quickly start oscillating in free air. However, pre-
cision tasks are crucial to teleoperation as they include very common tasks like pick-and-place tasks, insertion,
inspection, etc. In this paper we therefore show through a third experiment how precision tasks and highly dy-
namic tasks can be performed efficiently and intuitively by a human operator through one teleoperated robotic
actuator.
2. Method
2.1. Scenario
The study is based on a typical bilateral teleoperation setup as illustrated in figure 1. A human operator in-
teracts with the teleoperation system through the handle device, and the teleoperation system interacts with the
environment through the tool device. The teleoperation system mirrors the velocity and force between the handle
and the tool device, ideally with full transparency allowing the human operators to interact with the environment
as if it was through their own arm. The tasks to be performed are either a precision task, consisting of moving
the tool device from one position to another as fast as possible while stopping precisely at the target position, or
a dynamic task, consisting of hitting a target with the tool device with as much impact velocity as possible (cf.
section 2.8).
In this study, the handle device and tool device are not equal mechanically, but the handle device is rigid
whereas the tool device consists of a simulation of the wide impedance range VIA Dyrac [5]. The VIA can be
configured with a permanently high impedance setting, permanently low impedance setting, or with a continu-
ously self-adapting impedance (cf. section 2.4). The permanently high impedance setting is equivalent to classical
robots and best-suited for precision tasks, when the influence of external forces and end-effector inertia should af-
fect the end-effector position the least possible. The permanently low impedance setting is equivalent to SEAs and
best-suited for highly dynamic tasks, when impact forces should be reduced and which benefit from energy stor-
age in the actuator’s elastic element. The self-adapting impedance setting uses the proposed “slow-stiff/fast-soft”
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control law to be validated. It should allow the human operator to perform both types of tasks with comparable
performance to the best-suited setting without requiring an explicit mode change.
2.2. Hypotheses
The study was based on the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis B1: A permanently high impedance tool device setting allows a human operator to perform better in
telemanipulated precision tasks than a permanently low impedance setting (according to state of the art robot
design).
Hypothesis B2: A permanently low impedance tool device setting allows a human operator to perform better in
telemanipulated dynamic tasks than a permanently high impedance setting (according to our previous research
[14]).
Hypotheses B1 and B2 are the basic assumptions on which the experiment is designed. Checking them serves as
a sanity check for the experiment method and apparatus.
The hypotheses for validating the new self-adapting impedance variation algorithm were:
Hypothesis H1: A self-adapting control law that increases the tool device impedance at low velocity and decreases
its impedance at high velocity allows a human operator to perform telemanipulated precision and dynamic tasks
equally well as with the best-suited permanent impedance setting for the respective task while achieving signifi-
cantly better performance than with the alternative permanent impedance setting for the respective task.
Hypothesis H1 translates into:
Hypothesis H1.1: There is no significant difference in performance achieved in precision tasks with the
self-adapting impedance setting or the permanently high impedance setting.
Hypothesis H1.2: Significantly better performance can be achieved in precision tasks with the self-adapting
impedance setting than with the permanently low impedance setting.
Hypothesis H1.3: Significantly better performance can be achieved in dynamic tasks with the self-adapting
impedance setting than with the permanently high impedance setting.
Hypothesis H1.4: There is no significant difference in performance achieved in dynamic tasks with the
self-adapting impedance setting or the permanently low impedance setting.
Hypothesis H2: The performance achieved with the self-adapting impedance setting does not depend on whether
the type of task performed is the same over many repetitions or few repetitions.
Hypothesis H2 thus suggests that hypotheses H1.1 to H1.4 are also valid if precision and dynamic tasks are per-
formed in quick succession. Hypotheses H1.1 to H1.4 will be referred to as H2.1 to H2.4 if used for quickly suc-
ceeding precision and dynamic tasks.
2.3. Experiment Apparatus
2.3.1. Hardware
The experiment apparatus consisted of a haptic bilateral teleoperation setup with one degree of freedom,
where the handle device consisted of a stiff actuator device (cf. figure 2) and the tool device of a simulation model
of the Dyrac VIA [5], similar to the architecture proposed by Christiansson [15], but with a VIA instead of a perma-
nently soft tool device. A simulation of the actuator was used instead of the physical actuator to make the experi-
ment outcome independent of some flaws that had been detected in the Dyrac prototype [5]. Mainly, considerable
hysteresis was measured in the prototype of up to 40 %. Further, as the prototype had been built without gears, the
position holding accuracy of the joint position motor was deemed insufficient in situations with dynamic external
loads, like impacts.
Except for removing hysteresis and position holding inaccuracy under load, the simulation model was built ac-
cording to the system identification of the Dyrac prototype and included a model of the kinematic of the stiffness
changing mechanism (end-effector inertia 0.0125 kg m2, joint motor set position to actual position transfer func-
tion as second order Butterworth filter with 20 Hz cut-off frequency, stiffness changing motor set position to actual
position transfer function as second order Butterworth filter with 10 Hz cut-off frequency). The simulation model
ran at 1 kHz on a real-time Linux computer. A computer screen connected to a second computer showed the user
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Figure 2: Photo of the setup used for the experiment. The white handle in front is the handle of the 1-DOF haptic joystick, the black box
in the center is the control computer running real-time Linux, and the screen visualizes the GUI with the instructions and feedback for the
participants (controlled by a second computer not visible on the picture).
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Figure 3: Schematic of the setup used for the experiment
interface (GUI) to the participants, leading them through the experiment (cf. figure 3). The computer showing the
GUI was connected through a UDP connection over Gigabit Ethernet with the real-time Linux computer.
2.3.2. User Interface
The user interface was a full screen application (cf. figure 2) with one line for instructions, a user cursor whose
position corresponded to the position of the VIA output position, and a target whose appearance changed de-
pending on the current task (cf. the instruction video of the experiment in the complementary material [16]). The
rotatory position of the handle was mapped linearly to a linear position on the screen. For the precision task, the
target was a moving ring, and the participants were instructed to follow the target as closely as possible, such that
the user cursor filled the ring as much as possible at any time (cf. Fig. 4). For the dynamic task, the target was a
rectangle, and the participants were instructed to hit the target with a speed of the user cursor as high as possible.
After every trial the result achieved in that trial was displayed to the participants in the instruction line.
2.4. Self-Adapting Teleoperation System Tuning and Identification
Fig. 5 shows the controller architecture of the teleoperation system. The control laws Cm , C1, C2 and C4 were
tuned for optimal transparency according to the rules of Hashtrudi-Zaad and Salcudean [17]. The tool device and
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(a) Precision Task (b) Dynamic Task
Figure 4: Essential elements of the user interface: the blue circle visualizes the tool device position, the brown circle visualizes the target
position for the precision task, and the green box visualizes the impact position for the dynamic task.
Contr. Parameter
Cm = - C4 C1 C2 CZs
H 0.8 + 10s 1 1 k = 100 N m/r ad , b = 0.8 N m s/r ad
L 0.8 + 10s 1 1 k = 10 N m/r ad , b = 0.01 N m s/r ad
A 0.8 + 10s 1 1 k = f (x˙m ), b = f (x˙m )
Table 1: Controller gains of the system shown in Fig. 5
the environment were simulated. The tool device was position controlled, so C3 from the four-channel archi-
tecture was not used. In the diagram, T Fmotor is the transfer function modeling the time behavior of the position
controlled joint position motor of the VIA according to the Dyrac system identification. The tool device impedance
Zs was not constant, but was modified depending on the handle device velocity x˙m through the parameter CZs ,
as indicated by the signal zsc . This implemented the self-adapting impedance variation algorithm. The time be-
havior of Zs was also modeled according to the Dyrac system identification. The simulated environment force
f e˜ was zero for the precision task in free air, or rendered a contact at the target position during the dynamic task
(kw all = 10000 N m/r ad , bw all = 20 N m s/r ad).
The control law CZs could be changed to switch between the low impedance setting (mode L), the high impedance
setting (mode H), and the adaptive setting (mode A). Table 1 shows the controller gains used for the different
modes. The low impedance setting was chosen such that a resonance frequency of 4.5 Hz was achieved (k =
10 N m/r ad , b = 0.01 N m s/r ad). The high impedance setting corresponded to the highest stable impedance
setting of the actuator (k = 100 N m/r ad , b = 0.8 N m s/r ad). In the adaptive setting, the control law mapped the
handle velocity x˙m to the tool device impedance. The mapping law was such that the lowest impedance setting
corresponded to the impedance of mode L and the highest impedance setting corresponded to the impedance of
mode H.
The velocity ranges for the adaptive impedance variation for distinguishing between precision task and dy-
namic task were based on our previous experiments on teleoperated hammering for the dynamic task [13] and
were refined in the pilot phase to an upper velocity of a precision task of x˙m,mi n = 1r ad/s, and a lower velocity
of a dynamic task of x˙m,max = 6r ad/s. An exponential transition was chosen between these two points in order
to map the relatively small velocity range (1 rad/s to 6 rad/s) to the high actuator stiffness range (10 N m/rad to
100 N m/rad). These constraints resulted in the following equations for the control law:
(1)k (x˙m) = min(kmax , (kmax − kmi n)exp(−a
(x˙m − x˙m,mi n)
(x˙m,max − x˙m,mi n
)) + kmi n) ,
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Figure 5: Controller architecture of the teleoperator (Adapted from [17]). The tool device and the environment were simulated. T Fmotor is
the transfer function modeling the time behavior of the position controlled joint position motor of the VIA. The tool device impedance Zs was
not constant, but was modified depending on the handle device velocity x˙m through the parameter CZs , as indicated by the signal zsc . This
implemented the self-adapting impedance variation algorithm. The simulated environment force fe˜ was zero for the precision task in free air,
or rendered a contact at the target position during the dynamic task.
(2)b (x˙m) = min(2D (x˙m)
p
km,0.8) ,
with
(3)D (x˙m) = (Dmax − Dmi n)exp(−a
(x˙m − x˙m,mi n)
(x˙m,max − x˙m,mi n)
) + Dmi n ,
and kmax = 100 N m/r ad , kmi n = 10 N m/r ad , Dmax = 0.7, Dmi n = 0.01, a = 6, m = 0.0125kg m
2.
Figure 6 shows the magnitude over frequency of the resulting transfer function at the different settings as
obtained through system identification measurements. As can be seen, the adaptive setting follows the “slow-
stiff/fast-soft” principle: the curve corresponding to the adaptive setting is close to that of the high impedance
setting at low frequencies and close to that of the low impedance setting at high frequencies. There is also a nar-
row region with high gain showing the resonance, although at a higher frequency of approximately 6.5 Hz than the
low impedance resonance.
2.5. Conditions
Six different conditions were compared in the experiment:
PR Precision task reference condition: The participants performed the precision task while the VIA was set to
the permanently high impedance setting.
PC Precision task counter-reference condition: The participants performed the precision task while the VIA was
set to the permanently low impedance setting.
PA Precision task adaptive condition: The participants performed the precision task while the VIA was set to
the self-adapting impedance setting.
DR Dynamic task reference condition: The participants performed the dynamic task while the VIA was set to
the permanently low impedance setting.
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Figure 6: Bode plots of the perceived impedance at the different stiffness settings. The dashed lines show the results as expected from the
analytical solution of the system behavior. The continuous lines show the measured results.
DC Dynamic task counter-reference condition: The participants performed the dynamic task while the VIA was
set to the permanently high impedance setting.
DA Dynamic task adaptive condition: The participants performed the dynamic task while the VIA was set to the
self-adapting impedance setting.
Additionally, participants were given the opportunity to familiarize with the device in permanently high impedance
(FH condition), low impedance (FL condition), and self-adapting impedance setting (FA condition) before starting
the measurements. No specific objective was given to the participants for the familiarization.
2.6. Participants
The experiment was performed by 24 participants (16 male, 8 female, age 17 - 64 median 23.5) grouped in four
groups of six participants each. The participants were students and researchers with a higher education back-
ground. None of the participants had prior experience with the experiment. The experiment had been approved
by the human research ethics committee of TU Delft and all participants gave written informed consent before
participation.
The participants watched a 3 min instruction video before the start of the experiment explaining the goal and
giving instructions [16]. In previous experiments, the instructions included extensive explanations about reso-
nance of an elastic tool and how to exploit it to achieve higher output velocities [13]. In this experiment, this kind
of explanations was left out on purpose. The motivation was to evaluate whether the participants could reproduce
the results of the previous experiments with even less knowledge about the tool device. The target instructed to
the participants was to reach a travel time of less than 300 ms travel time for the precision task and to reach an
output velocity of more than 10 rad/s for the dynamic task (cf. section 2.9). The result per trial was displayed to
the participants after each trial (cf. section 2.3.2).
2.7. Experiment Procedure
Fig. 7 shows the experiment procedure divided into four phases: I. familiarization, II. training trials, III. refer-
ence measurement, and IV. task switch test. The familiarization phase gave the participants time to familiarize
with the experiment device and to the dynamics of the actuator in high impedance (FH), low impedance (FL) and
adaptive (FA) configurations. The training trials and reference measurement were identical except for the target
positions (see below), but only the reference measurement was taken into account for the analysis. Training trials
and reference measurement consisted of a series of six blocks with twenty trials per block. The target positions
changed between the trials, such that every second trial was at the same distance of 0.3 rad of the previous trial
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Figure 7: Order of experiment conditions grouped by objective. The order was shown for participants of group 1. The order of conditions
during phase II was altered according to the Latin square method (cf. figure 8). The order of conditions during phases III and IV was changed
for groups 3 and 4 by swapping PA and DA.
either forward or backward, whereas the other trials were at varying distance compared to the previous trial. This
was done for three reasons:
1. the target positions should be spread over the full range of motion in order to compensate for a possible
influence of the working point on the outcome (the positions were spread equally from −0.1789 rad to 0.5 rad
with 0 rad corresponding to the vertical handle position, positive angles forward; one position at −0.42 rad
was added, which resulted in a pose of the participants with the hand very close to the own body to have a
data point with an adverse pose);
2. the next target position should not be easily anticipated in order to avoid a possible influence of repetitive
motions on the outcome;
3. the travel distance of some measurements should be equal for the positioning task, in order to make the
measurements comparable.
The last two reasons do not apply to the dynamic task, but for simplicity the same target positions were used for
both tasks. However, this means that only ten trials per block were effectively used for analysis of the positioning
task (those with a difference of ±0.3 rad to the previous target position), whereas twenty trials per block were used
for analysis of the dynamic task.
The order of positions was the same for all groups and for all trial blocks, but different between phase II and
III to prevent prior knowledge of the next target position during phase III. The order of condition blocks during
phases II and III was assigned to the groups according to the Latin square method as shown in Fig. 8. Goal of
phase IV, the task switch test, was to test how easily the participants could switch from one task to another with
the adaptive impedance variation of the tool device. According to hypothesis H2, we expected phase III and phase
IV to have the same outcome. For phase IV ten blocks of the PA and DA condition (precision or dynamic task
with adaptive stiffness) were performed in an order randomized per group, where each block consisted of two
trials with the first trial at a varying distance from the zero position and the second trial at ±0.3 rad of the previous
position.
Before every block, the participants had to bring the handle to the zero position to start. Before the first trial of
every block, the participants had to press a key on a keyboard to indicate that they were ready. Thus, the partici-
pants were able to rest between blocks if they wanted and mentally prepare for the next task. This was important
especially for phase IV, where each block consisted only of two trials, but the type of task could switch from one
block to the next.
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Figure 8: Latin square showing the order of conditions in the trial blocks (1-6) per participant group (A-F): PA = position–adaptive, PR =
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2.8. Experiment Task
In both tasks, the instructions for a new block of trials were shown to the participants until they indicated that
they were ready by pressing a key on the keyboard. For the precision task, the target cursor then appeared every
2 s at a new position and the participants had to follow the cursor to its new position. For the dynamic task, the
participants moved to a new starting position before every trial, located close below the new target position, while
the target box was still invisible to the participants. Once the participants had reached the starting position, the
target appeared and the participants could perform one hammering strike. The starting position was on purpose
close to the target position, to insinuate the participants to perform the hammering motion as a backward-forward
strike instead of trying to hit the target in a straight forward motion. A hammering trial was over when the target
had been reached by the tool device. This was indicated to the participants by changing the color of the target
from green to orange. In both tasks, data were collected during the trial and the result was shown on the screen to
the participants immediately after each trial.
2.9. Dependent Measures
All relevant data were captured at 1 kHz directly from the sensors integrated in the experiment apparatus and
logged for later analysis. Task performance was calculated on-the-fly in the control system and communicated via
UDP to the user interface for display. Table 2 lists the dependent measures used in the analysis of the experiment
outcome. Travel time and integral of time-weighted absolute error (ITAE) were chosen as metrics for the precision
task, similar to the settling time and ITAE known from control theory as indicators for the step-response position-
ing performance of a controller through a plant. For this, the travel time was defined as settling time minus dead
time, calculated from the moment that the participants start moving to the moment that the tool position settled
at the target position. This method of calculation was chosen instead of the classical settling time in order to com-
pensate for effects of different reaction times of the participants. The threshold for moving was defined as 0.03 rad
from the handle position when the target position jumped to its new value. Settling was defined as maintaining an
absolute error from the target position of less than 0.03 rad for a duration of 0.5 s. The travel time was calculated
during each trial and displayed to the participants at the end of each trial.
The ITAE is an indicator of the controller performance favoring fast initial response even at the cost of slightly
overshooting. It was added as pilot participants often could not reliably judge whether they had already reached
the target position corridor, resulting in very long calculated travel times even for very small residual errors just
above the settling threshold. The ITAE metric corresponds more to the intuition of an operator where a small
remaining error or small oscillations around the target position are considered as less critical than a slow initial
response. It was calculated in the post-processing analysis as
(4)I T AE =
∫ T
0
t |x − x0|d t
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Precision Task Dynamic Task
Travel timeF s Maximum output velocityF rad/s
ITAE rad s2 Gain —
F Result shown to participants immediately after every trial
 Integral of time-weighted absolute error
Table 2: Dependent Measures of the experiment for the precision task and the dynamic task
with t the time variable, T the travel time, x the tool position, and x0 the target position [18].
For the dynamic task, the maximum output velocity was calculated and displayed to the participants as the
peak forward velocity of the tool device before impact. Furthermore, the velocity gain was calculated in the post-
processing analysis as the ratio of maximum output velocity over maximum handle velocity (as done in [13]).
The maximum output velocity measures how effective the strike was, as a higher velocity means more energy on
impact, whereas the gain measures how efficient the strike was, as a higher gain means that more energy from the
backwards motion could be recovered into forward motion through the elastic actuator.
2.10. Statistical Evaluation
As explained in section 2.7, 10 values were obtained per trial block per participant for the precision task and 20
values were obtained per trial block per participant for the dynamic task. Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test [19] was used
for testing the experiment hypotheses, as it allows pairwise testing of related samples without assuming normal
distribution of the data. Assuming that samples are related compensates for per-participant effects on the results.
And the data could not be assumed to be normally distributed as it was always more difficult to achieve “good”
performance (low travel time, low ITAE, high output velocity or high gain) than “bad” performance.
The comparison of the results of low impedance setting and high impedance setting served to verify the ba-
sic assumptions B1 and B2. Further, the following pairs of settings were compaired: adaptive impedance – high
impedance, and adaptive impedance – low impedance. The test was applied to the results of the precision task
and the dynamic task, corresponding to the four hypotheses H1.1-H1.4.
H1.1 and H1.4 (no significant difference in performance between adaptive setting and reference setting results)
are supported if the null-hypothesis of Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test could not be rejected at the 5 %-level. H1.2
and H1.3 (significantly better performance of adaptive setting results than counter-reference setting results) are
supported if the null-hypothesis of Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test could be rejected at a level better than 5 %. The
same tests were performed for the results of the task switch test phase to verify hypothesis 2 stating that hypotheses
H1.1 to H1.4 (then referred to as H2.1 to H2.4) also hold for quick succession of precision and dynamic tasks. These
results are labeled with “Adaptive*” or “A*” for short in the result tables and figures.
The statistical tests were applied once on the per-participant medians per condition and once on per-participant
very good trials per condition. The per-participant 10th percentiles per condition were considered as measure for
very good trials for the precision task (lower is better for travel time and ITAE measures). The per-participant 90th
percentiles per condition were considered as measure for very good trials for the dynamic task (higher is better
for maximum output velocity and gain measures). With 10 trials, the 10th or 90th percentile corresponds to the
middle between the best and the second best trials. With 20 trials, the 10th or 90th percentile corresponds to the
middle between the second best and the third trial. Using the 10th or 90th percentiles instead of the minima or
maxima adds some basic robustness to outliers to the evaluation. Comparing also the very good trials of the par-
ticipants in addition to the median of the trials gives an impression of how much effort was required from the
participants to obtain a certain result with a specific impedance setting (cf. the discussion section 4).
3. Results
The experiment measurement data are available in the supplementary material [20].
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(b) Low Impedance
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Figure 9: Precision task position error plot of the reference measurements of all participants for trials in high, low and adaptive settings, and
of the task switch test for trials in the adaptive* setting. The dashed lines show the experiment criteria: the initial absolute error was 0.3 rad,
and the goal communicated to the participants was to achieve a travel time of less than 0.3 s. The criterion for the end of the travel time was to
keep the absolute error under 0.03 rad for at least 0.5 s.
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Figure 10: Per-participant median results of travel time measured during the precision task with 95 % confidence intervals (lower is better).
It was communicated to the participants that they should try to achieve a travel time of less than 0.3 s. This is indicated by the dashed line.
The expected outcome according to the experiment hypotheses was that the shortest travel times would be achieved with the high impedance
setting (blue), the longest with the low impedance (red), and that the results with the adaptive (yellow) and adaptive* (purple) settings would
not be significantly different from the results with the high impedance settings.
Table 3: Grouped results over all participants of pairwise comparison of per-participant median travel times measured during the precision
task, given as effect size of median difference and 95 % confidence interval (negative difference indicates better performance of first setting
compared to second, n = 24, p-values refer to Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test results). The last column indicates which experiment hypothesis was
checked by the statistical test and whether the outcome supports (green) or contradicts (red) the hypothesis (significance level α = 5%).
Impedance Setting Pair Median Diff. CI95% p Hyp.
(ms) (ms)
Low – High 162 [106, 205] < 0.001 B1
Adaptive –
High
50 [2, 77] 0.29 H1.1
Adaptive –
Low
-110 [-178, -81] < 0.001 H1.2
Adaptive* –
High
12 [-75, 48] 0.56 H2.1
Adaptive* –
Low
-151 [-217, -85] < 0.001 H2.2
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Figure 11: Per-participant median results of ITAE measured during the precision task with 95 % confidence intervals (lower is better). The
expected outcome according to the experiment hypotheses was that the lowest ITAE would be achieved with the high impedance setting
(blue), the highest with the low impedance (red), and that the results with the adaptive (yellow) and adaptive* (purple) settings would not be
significantly different from the results with the high impedance settings.
Table 4: Grouped results over all participants of pairwise comparison of per-participant median ITAEs measured during the precision task,
given as effect size of median difference and 95 % confidence interval (negative difference indicates better performance of first setting com-
pared to second, n = 24, p-values refer to Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test results). The last column indicates which experiment hypothesis was
checked by the statistical test and whether the outcome supports (green) or contradicts (red) the hypothesis (significance level α = 5%).
Impedance Setting Pair Median Diff. CI95% p Hyp.
(mrad s2) (mrad s2)
Low – High 1.4 [0.68, 3.8] 0.0016 B1
Adaptive –
High
0.39 [-0.38, 1.0] 0.34 H1.1
Adaptive –
Low
-1.5 [-3.1, -0.67] 0.0011 H1.2
Adaptive* –
High
0.076 [-0.69, 0.54] 0.88 H2.1
Adaptive* –
Low
-1.2 [-2.8, -0.85] 0.0043 H2.2
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Figure 12: Per-participant 10th percentile results of travel time measured during the precision task with 95 % confidence intervals (lower is
better). It was communicated to the participants that they should try to achieve a travel time of less than 0.3 s. This is indicated by the
dashed line. The expected outcome according to the experiment hypotheses was that the shortest travel times would be achieved with the
high impedance setting (blue), the longest with the low impedance (red), and that the results with the adaptive (yellow) and adaptive* (purple)
settings would not be significantly different from the results with the high impedance settings.
Table 5: Grouped results over all participants of pairwise comparison of per-participant 10th percentile travel times measured during the
precision task, given as effect size of median difference and 95 % confidence interval (negative difference indicates better performance of
first setting compared to second, n = 24, p-values refer to Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test results). The last column indicates which experiment
hypothesis was checked by the statistical test and whether the outcome supports (green) or contradicts (red) the hypothesis (significance level
α = 5%).
Impedance Setting Pair Median Diff. CI95% p Hyp.
(ms) (ms)
Low – High 14 [-29, 101] 0.089 B1
Adaptive –
High
2 [-8, 12] 0.58 H1.1
Adaptive –
Low
-5 [-94, 24] 0.14 H1.2
Adaptive* –
High
-92 [-106, -83] < 0.001 H2.1
Adaptive* –
Low
-111 [-180, -71] < 0.001 H2.2
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Figure 13: Per-participant 10th percentile results of ITAE measured during the precision task with 95 % confidence intervals (lower is better).
The expected outcome according to the experiment hypotheses was that the shortest travel times would be achieved with the high impedance
setting (blue), the longest with the low impedance (red), and that the results with the adaptive (yellow) and adaptive* (purple) settings would
not be significantly different from the results with the high impedance settings.
Table 6: Grouped results of pairwise comparison of per-participant 10th percentile ITAEs measured during the precision task, given as effect
size of median difference and 95 % confidence interval (negative difference indicates better performance of first setting compared to second,
n = 24, p-values refer to Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test results). The last column indicates which experiment hypothesis was checked by the
statistical test and whether the outcome supports (green) or contradicts (red) the hypothesis (significance level α = 5%).
Impedance Setting Pair Median Diff. CI95% p Hyp.
(mrad s2) (mrad s2)
Low – High 0.071 [-0.29, 0.39] 0.81 B1
Adaptive –
High
0.091 [-0.11, 0.31] 0.33 H1.1
Adaptive –
Low
0.23 [-0.41, 0.39] 0.73 H1.2
Adaptive* –
High
-1.0 [-1.3, -0.68] < 0.001 H2.1
Adaptive* –
Low
-0.93 [-1.4, -0.70] < 0.001 H2.2
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3.1. Precision task
Fig. 9 shows the plots of the absolute position error during the reference measurements and the task switch
test of all participants. It gives a qualitative comparison between the three settings of the reference measurement
plus the task switch test (Adaptive*). As can be seen in the plots for the low impedance setting, in many cases
there are more oscillations and it takes more time to settle below the threshold of 0.03 rad compared to the high
and adaptive impedance settings.
Fig. 10 to 13 show the per-participant median and 10th percentile results of the measured travel time and ITAE
with 95 % confidence intervals (lower is better). The expected outcome according to the experiment hypothe-
ses was that the lowest value of travel time and ITAE would be achieved with the high impedance setting (blue),
the highest with the low impedance (red), and that the results with the adaptive (yellow) and adaptive* (purple)
settings would not be significantly different from the results with the high impedance settings.
The grouped statistical comparison over all participants of travel time medians (cf. table 3) showed a signifi-
cant difference at the 0.1 %-level between low and high impedance settings (supporting hypothesis B1). It showed
no significant difference at the 20 %-level between adaptive and high impedance settings, and adaptive* and high
impedance settings, but a significant difference at the 0.1 %-level between adaptive and low impedance settings
and adaptive* and low impedance settings (supporting hypotheses H1.1, H1.2, H2.1 and H2.2).
The grouped statistical comparison over all participants of ITAE medians (cf. table 4) showed a significant
difference at the 0.5 %-level between low and high impedance settings (supporting hypothesis B1). It showed no
significant difference at the 20 %-level between adaptive and high impedance settings, and adaptive* and high
impedance settings, but a significant difference at the 0.5 %-level between adaptive and low impedance settings
and adaptive* and low impedance settings (supporting hypotheses H1.1, H1.2, H2.1 and H2.2).
The grouped statistical comparison over all participants of travel time 10th percentiles (cf. table 5) showed
no significant difference at the 5 %-level between low and high impedance setting (contradicting hypothesis B1).
It showed no significant difference at the 20 %-level between adaptive and high impedance settings, and at the
10 %-level between adaptive and low impedance settings, but a significant difference at the 0.1 %-level between
the adaptive* and high impedance settings and adaptive* and low impedance settings (supporting hypotheses
H1.2 and H2.2, but contradicting hypotheses H1.1 and H2.1).
The grouped statistical comparison over all participants of ITAE 10th percentiles (cf. table 6) showed no sig-
nificant difference at the 20 %-level between low and high impedance settings (contradicting hypothesis B1). It
showed no significant difference at the 20 %-level between adaptive and high impedance settings, and adaptive
and low impedance settings (supporting hypothesis H1.1, but contradicting hypothesis H1.2), but a significant
difference at the 0.1 %-level between adaptive* and high impedance settings and adaptive* and low impedance
settings (supporting hypotheses H1.1 and H2.2, but contradicting hypotheses H1.2 and H2.1).
3.2. Dynamic task
Fig. 14 shows the plots of the handle and tool velocity during the reference measurements and the task switch
test of all participants. It gives a qualitative comparison between the three settings of the reference measurement
plus the task switch test (adaptive*). As can be seen in the plots for the low impedance and adaptive settings, the
tool velocity on impact at time zero is often considerably higher than the handle velocity, whereas it is very close
to the handle velocity for the stiff setting.
Fig. 15 to 18 show the per-participant median and 90th percentiles results of maximum output velocities and
gains with 95 % confidence intervals (higher is better). The expected outcome according to the experiment hy-
potheses was that the highest maximum output velocity and gain would be achieved with the low impedance set-
ting (red), the lowest with the high impedance (blue), and that the results with the adaptive (yellow) and adaptive*
(purple) settings would not be significantly different from the results with the low impedance settings.
The grouped statistical comparison over all participants of maximum output velocity medians (cf. table 7)
showed a significant difference at the 5 %-level between low and high impedance settings (supporting hypothesis
B2). It showed no significant difference at the 20 %-level between adaptive and high impedance settings, and
adaptive* and high impedance settings, but a significant difference at the 5 %-level between adaptive and low
impedance settings and at the 1 %-level between adaptive* and low impedance settings (contradicting hypotheses
H1.3, H1.4, H2.3 and H2.4).
The grouped statistical comparison over all participants of gain medians (cf. table 8) showed a significant
difference at the 0.1 %-level between low and high impedance settings (supporting hypothesis B2). It showed no
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Figure 14: Dynamic task handle and tool velocity plots of the reference measurements of all participants for trials in high, low and adaptive
impedance setting, and of the task switch test for trials in the adaptive* setting. The dashed lines show the experiment criteria: the goal
communicated to the participants was to achieve a maximum output velocity of at least 10 rad/s. The time axis was adjusted such that the
time 0 s corresponded to the impact (the blue circle reaching the green box in Fig. 4.
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Figure 15: Per-participant median results of maximum output velocity measured during the dynamic task with 95 % confidence intervals
(higher is better). It was communicated to the participants that they should try to achieve a maximum output velocity of more than 10 rad/s.
This is indicated by the dashed line. The expected outcome according to the experiment hypotheses was that the highest maximum output
velocity would be achieved with the low impedance setting (red), the lowest with the low impedance (blue), and that the results with the
adaptive (yellow) and adaptive* (purple) settings would not be significantly different from the results with the low impedance settings.
Table 7: Grouped results over all participants of pairwise comparison of per-participant median maximum output velocities measured during
the dynamic task, given as effect size of median difference and 95 % confidence interval (positive difference indicates better performance of
first setting compared to second, n = 24, p-values refer to Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test results). The last column indicates which experiment
hypothesis was checked by the statistical test and whether the outcome supports (green) or contradicts (red) the hypothesis (significance level
α = 5%).
Impedance Setting Pair Median Diff. CI95% p Hyp.
(rad/s) (rad/s)
Low – High 2.0 [-0.017, 2.9] 0.013 B2
Adaptive –
High
0.48 [-1.4, 3.3] 0.34 1.3
Adaptive –
Low
-0.92 [-2.6, -0.074] 0.019 1.4
Adaptive* –
High
0.51 [-1.1, 1.6] 0.55 2.3
Adaptive* –
Low
-1.8 [-3.1, -1.3] 0.0059 2.4
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Figure 16: Per-participant median results of gain measured during the dynamic task with 95 % confidence intervals (higher is better). The
dashed line indicates a gain of 1, which corresponds to the gain of a rigid actuator. The expected outcome according to the experiment
hypotheses was that the highest gain would be achieved with the low impedance setting (red), the lowest with the low impedance (blue), and
that the results with the adaptive (yellow) and adaptive* (purple) settings would not be significantly different from the results with the low
impedance settings.
Table 8: Grouped results over all participants of pairwise comparison of per-participant median gains measured during the dynamic task, given
as effect size of median difference and 95 % confidence interval (positive difference indicates better performance of first setting compared to
second, n = 24, p-values refer to Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test results). The last column indicates which experiment hypothesis was checked by
the statistical test and whether the outcome supports (green) or contradicts (red) the hypothesis (significance level α = 5%).
Impedance Setting Pair Median Diff. CI95% p Hyp.
(-) (-)
Low – High 0.12 [0.024, 0.28] < 0.001 B2
Adaptive –
High
0.061 [-0.093, 0.17] 0.17 H1.3
Adaptive –
Low
-0.10 [-0.22, -0.014] 0.0035 H1.4
Adaptive* –
High
0.098 [-0.054, 0.24] 0.049 H2.3
Adaptive* –
Low
-0.070 [-0.17, -0.029] 0.027 H2.4
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Figure 17: Per-participant 90th percentile of maximum output velocity measured during the dynamic task with 95 % confidence intervals
(higher is better). It was communicated to the participants that they should try to achieve a maximum output velocity of more than 10 rad/s.
This is indicated by the dashed line. The expected outcome according to the experiment hypotheses was that the highest maximum output
velocity would be achieved with the low impedance setting (red), the lowest with the low impedance (blue), and that the results with the
adaptive (yellow) and adaptive* (purple) settings would not be significantly different from the results with the low impedance settings.
Table 9: Grouped results over all participants of pairwise comparison of per-participant 90th percentile maximum output velocities measured
during the dynamic task, given as effect size of median difference and 95 % confidence interval (positive difference indicates better perfor-
mance of first setting compared to second, n = 24, p-values refer to Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test results). The last column indicates which
experiment hypothesis was checked by the statistical test and whether the outcome supports (green) or contradicts (red) the hypothesis (sig-
nificance level α = 5%).
Impedance Setting Pair Median Diff. CI95% p Hyp.
(rad/s) (rad/s)
Low – High 2.9 [-0.43, 3.7] 0.0039 B2
Adaptive –
High
1.7 [-0.83, 4.2] 0.032 H1.3
Adaptive –
Low
-0.18 [-3.4, 1.3] 0.28 H1.4
Adaptive* –
High
2.1 [-0.72, 4.4] 0.069 H2.3
Adaptive* –
Low
-0.70 [-2.8, 0.25] 0.11 H2.4
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Figure 18: Per-participant 90th percentile of gain measured during the dynamic task with 95 % confidence intervals (higher is better). The
dashed line indicates a gain of 1, which corresponds to the gain of a rigid actuator. The expected outcome according to the experiment
hypotheses was that the highest gain would be achieved with the low impedance setting (red), the lowest with the low impedance (blue), and
that the results with the adaptive (yellow) and adaptive* (purple) settings would not be significantly different from the results with the low
impedance settings.
Table 10: Grouped results over all participants of pairwise comparison of per-participant 90th percentile gains measured during the dynamic
task, given as effect size of median difference and 95 % confidence interval (positive difference indicates better performance of first setting
compared to second, n = 24, p-values refer to Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test results). The last column indicates which experiment hypothesis was
checked by the statistical test and whether the outcome supports (green) or contradicts (red) the hypothesis (significance level α = 5%).
Impedance Setting Pair Median Diff. CI95% p Hyp.
(-) (-)
Low – High 0.26 [0.15, 0.48] < 0.001 B2
Adaptive –
High
0.18 [0.051, 0.41] < 0.001 H1.3
Adaptive –
Low
-0.082 [-0.23, -0.0045] 0.013 H1.4
Adaptive* –
High
0.21 [0.043, 0.50] < 0.001 H2.3
Adaptive* –
Low
-0.069 [-0.13, -0.0051] 0.069 H2.4
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significant difference at the 10 %-level between adaptive and high impedance settings, but a significant differ-
ence at the 5 %-level between adaptive* and high impedance settings, at the 0.5 %-level between adaptive and low
impedance settings, and at the 5 %-level between adaptive* and low impedance settings (supporting hypothesis
H2.3, but contradicting hypotheses H1.3, H1.4, and H2.4).
The grouped statistical comparison over all participants of maximum output velocity 90th percentiles (cf. ta-
ble 9) showed a significant difference at the 0.5 %-level between low and high impedance settings (supporting hy-
pothesis B2). It showed a significant difference at the 5 %-level between adaptive and high impedance setting, but
no significant difference at the 5 %-level between adaptive and low impedance settings, at the 5 %-level between
adaptive* and high impedance settings, and at the 10 %-level between adaptive* and low impedance settings (sup-
porting hypotheses H1.3, H1.4 and H2.4, but contradicting hypothesis H2.3).
The grouped statistical comparison over all participants of gain 90th percentiles (cf. table 10) showed a signifi-
cant difference at the 0.1 %-level between low and high impedance settings (supporting hypothesis B2). It showed
a significant difference at the 0.1 %-level between adaptive and high impedance settings, and at the 0.1 %-level be-
tween adaptive* and high impedance settings, a significant difference at the 5 %-level between adaptive and low
impedance settings, but no significant difference at the 5 %-level between adaptive* and low impedance settings
(supporting hypotheses H1.3, H2.3 and H2.4, but contradicting hypothesis H1.4).
4. Discussion
This study shows the potential and the limits of the proposed self-adapting impedance variation algorithm for
telemanipulation of variable impedance tool devices. It is also the first human-user study with the new Dyrac VIA
[5], although in a simulation of the actuator, evaluating a possibility to use one actuator for precision and dynamic
tasks instead of using a dedicated actuator for each type of tasks.
Using the median results as reference for medium performance, the study shows that normally high impedance
tool devices are more appropriate for free air precision tasks and low impedance tool devices are more appropri-
ate for dynamic tasks (hypotheses B1 and B2). This is not surprising, as the first is well established state of the
art in robot design, and we showed the second in two previous experimental studies with SEAs [13]. The results
also strongly indicate that the experiment participants were able to achieve the same medium performance in the
precision task with the new adaptive impedance as with the conventional high impedance. This is an encourag-
ing result as precision tasks play a very important role in teleoperation (e.g., for pick-and-place tasks, inspection,
insertion, etc.), such that it can be argued that a tool device not performing well in precision tasks would be very
impractical.
On the other hand, it is surprising that the human users seem to have been able to achieve similar perfor-
mance on the precision task with a low impedance tool device as with a high impedance tool device in their very
good trials (10th percentile results). Apparently, they were able in the very good trials to sufficiently suppress the
oscillations of the low impedance tool device to come to rest at the target position in a comparable time to the
very good trials with the high impedance tool device. The observation that they only achieved this in their very
good trials suggests that reaching better performance required more effort with low tool device impedance than
with high tool device impedance. However, this doubt on the basic assumption (hypothesis B1) for the precision
task in the case of very good trials makes it difficult to conclude about the performance with the adaptive setting
on the precision task for very good trials.
This might also have been influenced by the bounded by zero nature of the metrics, that gave a lower limit
to the travel time and integral of time-weighted absolute error (ITAE) even under very good conditions (10th per-
centile of high impedance setting, cf. figure 12, table 5, figure 13 and table 6). This could have facilitated that the
participants achieved similar performance for their very good trials of less good conditions. The particularly good
performance on the precision task during the task switch phase of the experiment could be due to the fact that
the participants had performed more trials at this point of the experiment or that they performed less trials in a
row. However, no concluding explanation was found on why they reached even better performance than the high
impedance performance of the reference measurement phase.
Although a significantly better medium performance in terms of maximum output velocity and gain was mea-
sured on the dynamic task with low tool device impedance than with high tool impedance, the observed effect
sizes were much smaller than in the experiments with SEAs [13]. The effect size on the maximum output ve-
locity in Experiment 1 of [13] was 14.34 rad/s, CI95% = [11.30,15.43] rad/s at a resonance frequency of 4.8 Hz and
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9.88 rad/s, CI95% = [8.00,16.72] rad/s at 6.9 Hz. The effect size on the gain was 1.16, CI95% = [0.93,1.36] at 4.8 Hz and
1.31, CI95% = [0.73,1.51] at 6.9 Hz. The effect size on the maximum output velocity in the medium performance
measurement of this study was only 2 rad/s, CI95% = [−0.017,2.9] rad/s at a resonance frequency of 4.5 Hz (low
impedance), and 0.48 rad/s, CI95% = [−1.4,3.3] rad/s at 6.5 Hz (no significant effect for the adaptive impedance).
The effect size on the gain in this study was only 0.12, CI95% = [0.024,0.28] at 4.5 Hz (low impedance), and 0.061,
CI95% = [−0.093,0.17] 1 at 6.5 Hz (no significant effect for the adaptive impedance).
Looking at figure 15 and 16, it stands out that some participants obtained a median gain of less than 1 with the
low impedance setting (e.g., participant 3, 5, 18, 22, 24), which means that did not manage to exploit the resonance
effect to achieve higher performance. Whereas others achieved gains of 2 and more (e.g., participant 1, 8, 9, 19),
which is closer to our previous results. This suggests that it was not obvious to the participants how they could
use the elasticity of the tool to their advantage, even if some participants still performed visibly better in their very
good trials with the adaptive settings than for the median (e.g., participant 12, 13, 14). This might be due to the
different instructions, as in the previous study the participants saw an instruction video explaining the principles
of resonance extensively [21]. That could be an indication that the elastic hammering task is less intuitive than we
concluded previously, requiring some understanding of the resonance effect even if no extensive training.
It could also be an effect of the different experiment apparatus and of the impedance variation algorithm. Es-
pecially for the adaptive setting the fact that the actuator impedance is still high at the beginning of the motion
and only becomes lower at higher velocities might make it difficult to anticipate the behavior of the actuator for
dynamic tasks. Also the system identification of the adaptive setting showed a resonance frequency close to 6.5 Hz
instead of the 4.5 Hz resonance frequency of the low impedance setting. This might also have degraded the perfor-
mance with the adaptive setting compared to the low impedance setting, as a different, faster motion was required
to optimally excite the resonance of the actuator under the adaptive setting than under the low impedance setting.
Indeed, in Experiment 1 of [13] the confidence intervals of the effect sizes were larger at a resonance frequency of
6.9 Hz, which supports this hypothesis. This seems coherent with the indications of this study that the experiment
participants were only able to achieve significantly better performance in some cases with the adaptive setting
compared to the high impedance setting. However, the effect sizes are also small for those measures that show
a significant effect (cf. table 9 and 10), making it impossible to formulate strong statements of any performance
improvements with the adaptive setting.
Overall, the experiment results could only partially support the experiment hypotheses, namely the median
results of the precision task strongly indicate that the participants could achieve equal performance with the adap-
tive setting as with the high impedance setting. Even if the adaptive setting did not yield consistent results for the
dynamic task, it also has the advantage that it has a low impedance on high speed impacts, thereby increasing
safety in human-robot cooperation [12] and helping to reduce wear on the actuator [22]. From a system point of
view these can be considered positive results for the adaptive impedance variation principle for dynamic teleop-
eration compared to the state of the art rigid tool devices.
5. Conclusion
This study demonstrated the proof of principle for self-adapting impedance control without additional sensors
measuring the operator’s limb stiffness, where the operator does not need to consciously change from one mode
of operation to another to perform different kinds of tasks. A self-adapting impedance variation control law was
presented, and its use demonstrated by a human-subject experiment. This control law automatically changes the
impedance of a variable impedance actuator tool device in a teleoperation system depending on the velocity of
the handle device. The experiment validated this control law for the use of one VIA tool device for precision tasks
and dynamic tasks without the need of additional sensors for measuring the intended stiffness, reducing system
complexity. The performance obtained for precision task was comparable with the performance achieved with a
high impedance actuator. The performance obtained for dynamic tasks was not as good as observed in previous
experiments with a permanently soft actuator.
Hence, the system can be used equally well as a rigid system for precision tasks, which constitute the clas-
sic domain of teleoperation. Additionally, the system is better suited for dynamic tasks than rigid teleoperation
systems, as the safety is increased in human-robot cooperation scenarios and the wear is reduced of the VIA by
automatically decreasing the impedance when operating at higher speed. These are promising results for the de-
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velopment of wide-range teleoperation systems, able to cover the full dynamic spectrum of the human motion
bandwidth.
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